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Abstract
With the revival of artificial intelligence, and the emerging intelligent mobile application scenarios, such as autonomous vehicles, virtual/augmented reality, and smart city, we are entering an era of mobile intelligence. This trendy movement demands platforms that support data-intensive, computation-intensive, and delay-sensitive intelligent mobile computing. This talk will present in-memory big data analytics clusters and mobile edge computing as two key enablers for mobile intelligence. Data-parallel analytics clusters help to handle data-intensive and computation-intensive applications, such as intelligent personal assistance (e.g., Siri) and image/speech recognition. Effective in-memory cache management plays a decisive role in such platforms, and we will present a novel cache replacement policy, called Least Reference Count (LRC), which exploits application-specific data dependency. Mobile edge computing, on the other hand, supports delay-sensitive applications, such as augmented reality, Internet of Things applications, and connected vehicles. This is achieved by placing computer servers at radio access points, which avoids excessive propagation delay. Edge servers are limited in computing power, and multiple mobile devices share the limited radio resources when offloading tasks. We will introduce recent development in joint radio and computation resource management for mobile edge computing.
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